
ACTIVITY: Scuba diving 
CASE: GSAF 1985.08.17 
DATE: Saturday August 17, 1985 
LOCATION: The incident took place at a popular diving and fishing spot in the Gulf of 
Mexico known as the “Parking Lot” 19 miles west of Bayport, Hernando County, Florida, 
USA. 
 
NAME: Thomas Robert Sewell 
DESCRIPTION: He was a 67-year-old male. He was in excellent physical condition, as 
was his equipment. He had been diving for eight years and had taken advanced dive 
training. 
BOAT: The charter boat Kathy III owned by David Strickler 
 
BACKGROUND 
MOON PHASE: Full Moon, August 19, 1985 
SEA CONDITIONS: The sea was flat calm and the water was clear. 
DEPTH OF WATER: The maximum depth at the site varied between 25 and 38 feet. 
TIME: 10h30 
 
NARRATIVE: The diver’s buddy, James C. Ferris, entered the water and swam down the 
anchor line. Sewell entered the water next and Strickler handed the diver’s underwater 
camera to him. In all, there were five divers in the water. When Ferris surfaced, he said he 
had not seen Sewell since he entered the water. The divers on the boat searched for 
Sewell without success. Shortly before noon, the Coast Guard was notified. The search, 
conducted by a 41-foot Coast Guard boat, helicopter, plane, and volunteer boaters, 
continued until early Sunday morning, but no trace of the missing diver was found. 
 
On Tuesday, August 20, 1985, divers found his regulator on the reef. About 30 feet from 
the regulator they found his weight belt and tanks with 1,000 psi of air in them. They also 
located his backpack, face mask, knife, weight belt and swim trunks with a portion of the 
hip area torn away. The diver’s body was not recovered. 
 
INJURY: Presumed fatal, but shark involvement prior to death could not be confirmed. 
 
SOURCE: St. Petersburg Times, August 20 and 23, 1985  
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